
SUPERINTENDENT REPORT 

December 19, 2023 

 

Superintendent Report 

I have been working in the front office taking utility payments, answering the 

phone, and doing whatever else I can to help while short-handed. 

Have gotten tire quotes for a couple of electric dept. vehicles. 

Several permits. 

Went to El Dorado to pick up a part for Well # 5. 

Electric Dept. 

Banner holders. 

Locates  

Several outages. 

Safety meetings. 

Service Rebuild. 

Moved the downtown sound system and rewired it. 

Delivered banner holders to Attica and Harper. 

Replaced a breaker at the Municipal Hall. 

Garrett and Daniel attended training at KMU in McPherson on transformer 

connections. 

 

Power Plant 

Power Plant Report/ Lake 12/15/23 

Got the garage roof all finished up on top with all new metal roof at 71C. 

Working on the inside of garage where the ceiling was damaged by water and 

trying to figure out the best way to fix the wiring problems we discovered while 

working on the rotten ceiling. 



Tate has been working on some painting on the inside of the house in the 

bathroom area.  

The boys trimmed the tree row along the road at the power plant to clear out the 

path along the road. 

TM & HT have worked on many fire trucks and other things at the station. 

Did some oil changes on our trucks and police cars.  

Worked on the heater at the lake shop with no luck keeping it running so we 

replaced it with a reliable one. 

Worked on the mowers and other equipment at the lake.  

Started trimming trees and burning stumps at the lake, hoping to spend more 

time on getting some groundwork done on some of the holes and low spots. 

LB attended a EMP-2 meeting and has been working on the grant funding with 

Jerry, hope we can wrap this up soon. 

Normal everyday work and rounds at the plant and substations. 

Water Dept. 

12/4-8 rounds worked on dehumidifier, cleaned level transducer at the tank, fixed 
all of the vacuum leaks on McD's lift station, finished masonry work on the 
manhole at the old hospital, studied water book with Gary, started reassembling 
the vulcan press at the sewer plant. 
 
12/11-15 Rounds, finished assembling vulcan press and putting everything back in 

normal operation, water plant installed a different Pc, worked on well 3 flow 

meter x2, removed ac's from well houses, fixed a pump malfunction at the sewer 

ponds, replaced check valve in well 5 (well 5 is up and running), clean High Service 

house, inventoried Lift station repair parts.  


